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Customer Feature
In FM admin view when configuring institutions, the admin can select to show "samstemming" automatically,
let the user decide or not to show it.
[ RENO-12303, Resolved, As an FM user I do not want to end up in samstemming automatically ]

Changed "Oxygen" to "Oksygen" on page 3 of the St. Olavs kurve
[ RENO-12292, Resolved, "Oxygen" should be spelled "Oksygen" on page 3 of the St. Olavs kurve ]

Customer Defect
Fixed a problem with processing M25 Allergi information that came up in production at one installation
[ RENO-12307, Resolved, CLONE - Processing of M25 fails on some machines ]

Allow Jordmor/Helsesøster to stop/recall their own resepter without creating a draft proposal.
[ RENO-12302 (117342), Resolved, Bug 117342: Other users than doctors, but who have the right to recall some resepter
(J/H/tannleger), cannot recall their own resepter ]

Stopped matching loose resept coming in via M8 which are not part of the local LIB with the local LIB in
samstemming.
[ RENO-12225 (Bug 104038), Resolved, Bug 104038: Reopened: Loose resept which is not part of the local LIB is shown as being
part of the local LIB in samstemming ]

Fixed incomplete text "Ufullstendig liste over CAVE vises, se komplett liste i EPJ" on the Helse Møre og
Romsdal and St. Olavs Hospital kurve printouts
[ RENO-12209 (114791), Resolved, 114791: The text "Ufullstendig liste over CAVE vises, se komplett liste i EPJ" is incomplete on
the Helse Møre og Romsdal and St. Olavs Hospital kurve printouts ]

After being renewed as Reg-i-Lib a Ekspederbare resepter is now always showed in AF after RF lookup.
[ RENO-12204 (114608), Resolved, 114608: Ekspederbar resept only shown in Resepthistorikk and samstemming, but not in AF
]

Approving/rejecting a draft recall in samstemming no longer hides approve/reject buttons on all draft recalls.
[ RENO-12203 (114692), Resolved, Bug 114692: Doctor can only accept or reject one recall draft in samstemming when
multiple recall drafts exist ]

Display of prescription with today seponeringsdato is now consistent between the LIB and samstemming
[ RENO-12198 (114300), Resolved, Bug 114300: Display of prescription with seponeringsdato today is inconsistent between the
LIB and samstemming ]

Fixed ReseptId constraint error after receiving a new asynchronous M25.2 with a locally known not imported
M8.
[ RENO-12194, Resolved, CLONE (3.9) - Negative apprec sent for M25.2 ]

Samstemming filtering is now working.
[ RENO-12193 (113681), Resolved, Bug 113681: The filters in samstemming ("Skjul tilbakekalte resepter" og "Skul tilbakekalte
og ferdigekspederte resepter") reset automatically when selected ]

Defect
In prescription view, with "refusjon" selected the FM no longer resets "Reit" when selecting no "refusjon"
unless the medication is A/B.
[ RENO-12227, Resolved, Selecting and deselecting a refusjon code resets Reit field but keeps calculations in S15 ]

